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Asus transformer 3

Is it a tablet? Is that a netbook? Is it a tablet? Is that a netbook? Is it a laptop? What, exactly, is the ASUS EeePad Transformer? Sitting here with it on my lap, typing away on the entire keyboard, it's easy to forget that I'm using an Android Honeycomb tablet. With a keyboard. And a trackpad. Like a laptop. With
Honeycomb. That, folks, is the American version of the ASUS EeePad Transformer. So here's the general idea: The Transformer is a 10.1-inch tablet running Android 3.0.1, the latest released version of Honeycomb. It has got a dual-core NVIDIA Tegra 2 processor running at 1GHz. Sound familiar? It should, because it
is specifications shared by Motorola Xoom, the first (and so far the only) available Honeycomb tablet. But the Transformer gets its name from the optional keyboard accessory. And it's not a Bluetooth keyboard. It's not with any janky tethering system. It's a full-fledged (if slightly undersized) laptop-style keyboard,
complete with hinges, that turns the not-so-gentle-mannered Android tablet into so much more. The tablets kill netbooks. There's no need to carry around a full-sized laptop anymore. And so on and so forth. None of the statements are true. But while other tablet-keyboard combinations have come up short, the ASUS
EeePad Transformer (henceforth being referred to with its last name) is the most viable Android laptop we've seen yet. Our full review is after the break. EeePad Pricing and Availability | EeePad Transformer Specifications | EeePad Transformer Photos | EeePad Transformer keyboard Let's start with the tablet itself.
There is the above mentioned 10.1-inch screen. It's an IPS screen, which is the same kind of screen technology that you hear Apple raving about. (Even as you can see in the photo above, you still have problems in direct sunlight, and with fingerprints.) It is at a 1280x800 resolution, which is standard for tablets of that
size, and a density of 160 pixels per inch. And for those of you who have a habit of scraping things up, the transformers have scratch-resistant Gorilla Glass from Corning. There is a pretty thick frame around the screen - about three-quarters of an inch. And it is ringed by more trim made in the same copper motif as the
rest of the Transformer. It makes the screen feel a little smaller than it actually is, but it doesn't almost make the picture frame feel like you're looking at some other tablets. Transformers speakers are on the front bezel trim. They are facing you, which is great, but they are not nearly as loud or have the depth as Motorola
Xoom's. But they're down, we guess. An optional speaker dock would be nice. The left frame is home to the power button and volume up-down rocker switch. They are placed quite close to each other, so don't be surprised when you reach turning up the sound and accidentally turn off the screen. It will probably be less
of a time when you become more used to the tablet. But in the beginning it's something to watch out for. The right frame has a 3.5mm headphone/microphone jack, microphone, hd mini-HDMI port and a microSD card slot. And unlike Motorola Xoom's, it actually works. Pop into a microSD card, and it appears as External
Storage or /Removable in the file structure. No hacks- it just works. The transformers bottom has a 50-pin connector and a pair of docking connectors that you'll use for the keyboard. We come across the fact that we have to use our own chargers on Android tablets, but that doesn't mean we like it. As for what's under
the hood - there's Tegra 2 processor and graphics processor, and you have 1GB of RAM. The Transformer comes in either a 16GB or 32GB version (our review drive was the previous one). The battery life of the tablet is listed as a 24.4-watt lithium polymer, rated for 9.5 hours of use. There's a battery disc tucked into the
keyboard dock as well, which ramps up battery life to a massive 16 hours on paper, anyway. But ASUS notes its tests were with airplane mode on, running 720p video. So as with any other device, your mileage will vary. And like most Android tablets, you can't replace the battery for a fresh one when running dry. During
our few days of testing, we got through a day of pretty normal use – above average Gmail syncing, a little browsing and gaming. You may want to charge it overnight, which is not a big deal. The transformer is a Wi-Fi device. And for that purpose, it's got 802.11 b/g/n for connectivity, as well as Bluetooth 2.1+ EDR. There
is also GPS, so you can use it for navigation and location-based services. Yes, yes, yes. But how does it feel? Kind of plasticy, actually. It's not uncommon for the ASUS Eee line of computers, but it's a little disappointing, given the excitement we have for the Transformer as a platform, and especially compared to the
likes of Xoom and LG G-Slate. The back of the Transformer is made in a nice textured pattern, and copper color almost makes you think it could be some kind of faux-leather. That it's cold, hard plastic is a bit of a disappointment, but it's a bit of a minor problem, eh? Compared to motorola xoom, it's actually a little longer
at 10.6 inches. Thickness is right at half an inch. It is a skosh wider at 6.9 inches. But the big difference is in heft. The transformer weighs in at 1.49 pounds compared to Xoom's 1.6 pounds. It's not that big a gap, but you definitely can feel it. The keyboard conversion is now on the piece of magic that is the keyboard
dock. It is actually billed in the package as a mobile doll. But really, we want to call it a transformative experience. Ok, that's a bit much. But from the moment you slip into the Transformer, you've gone from tablet to Honeycomb laptop. No, not a Doll. A Honeycomb laptop. The keyboard is as wide as the tablet. It slides
into the hinge and clips in place. And once it's there, it's a single solid piece of hardware. An Android laptop. You can kind of feel transformer way into the keyboard dock. The 50-pin connector fits in the middle, and there are a couple of spring clamps that hold it in place. There is a locking mechanism that you need to
make sure it is unlocked first. It sets itself when the Transformer is properly in place. You release the tablet from the doll by moving the gear. The hinge is a tad bulky and protrudes about a quarter of an inch from the back of the device, but considering that you connect two devices to one, that's not bad. Movement is stiff,
but not too so – much like a regular laptop/netbook – and it allows the screen to tilt back to 130 degrees. The keyboard dock has four ports — one for the 50-pin connector for charging, a pair of USB 2.0 ports, and a full-size SD card slot. Yes, the SD tray works. Pop in a card, and it's recognized as external storage. Next
to the charging port is an LED indicator light. At the bottom of the keyboard dock is an honest-to-goodness trackpad with mouse buttons. It's a single bar, but we had no problem with it separating left-click from right-click. But this is Android – and there are ASUS customizations on top of it – so things are a little different.
Left clicks select things just as you think they should on a traditional desktop. Right clicks act as a back button, making up for some niggle we'll talk about in a second. However, scrolling is backwards from what you're used to on a laptop. To scroll down, swipe two fingers up. To scroll up, swipe down. Strange, and we
couldn't find a setting to change it. But you get used to it fast enough. The keyboard itself is pretty good. If you are used to chicklet-style keys, you will be home here. You have a full number line, plus arrow keys and Android's usual home menu back-search keys strategically positioned around the keyboard. Home,
search and menu all flank spaces. There is a top row of functionality keys. They're: Back- this is way up top. We want it down at the bottom with the other Android buttons, but having the right-click feature makes this moot, we assume. Wifi toggle Bluetooth toggle Trackpad switch Display brightness up Show brightness
down Auto brightness Screenshot - yes, an actual screenshot hardware button. Browser Settings Reverse Play/Pause Forward Mute Volume Down Volume Up Lock/Screen Off Pretty good choice for function keys, we think. And speaking of function keys, there are a couple of Fn buttons that associated with the arrow



keys act as side up/side down and home/end keys. So this is not a full size keyboard. A 15-inch laptop easily a few inches on it. But once you get used to the size- size- more than useful. The software EeePad Transformer runs Android 3.0.1 Honeycomb, Google's tablet version of Android. It's largely unskinned – the
stock Google apps all look like we've gotten to know them at Honeycomb. The buttons in system bar - back, home and multitasking - are custom and have a much softer feel than Tron-like buttons in layered Honeycomb. ASUS starts you with a pretty wide open landscape when it comes to the five home screens. On the
center screen there is a weather widget powered by AccuWeather - and we love that font - with nice little graphics for today's forecast. There's a date widget in the lower right corner of each home screen, and you can delete it if you want. The default Google apps are on board – YouTube, Google Books, Android Market,
Gmail, etc. ASUS has included some of their own apps as well. There is a @Vibe music Internet music player. But with Pandora on board, plus any number of other music apps like Amazon MP3, well, we'll see how much you use ASUS apps. ASUS also has its own bookstore and reader, which is under the MyLibrary
app. You can buy new books from it, but with two other bookstores already on board – Amazon Kindle and Google Books – it will get passed over. Pandora is pre-installed too, so there is there for music. The Polaris Office document app is also loaded, and it's functional enough. We first started writing this review into it
to get a feel for the keyboard – until the tablet froze up and we lost a few hundred words. With Polaris, you can also create a spreadsheet and a PowerPoint-like presentation. The transformer is also DLNA-enabled, allowing you to share photos, music, and video wirelessly with other DLNA-enabled devices. It is still not
as widespread as manufacturers may want, but it is better to have the feature and not use it than not to have the option. This is a tablet, it comes with a screen keyboard, and it is one of the few customizations ASUS has introduced. It's decent enough, and you're able to switch back to the stock Honeycomb keyboard if
you want – or you can install a new one. All in all, there is not a lot to say about the software. It's Honeycomb we got to know it. (Although we love the ice cube live wallpaper that came on our review device.) The Transformer cameras have a 5-megapixel camera on the back, and a 1.2MP shooter against you. They're
well, they're tablet cameras, right? Nothing to write home about. And the rear camera has no flash. But, as we keep saying about tablets, it's not like you're going to run around with this thing like it's a 10-inch point-and-shoot, right? The front-facing camera is at least useful for video chats through Gtalk, so it has to go for
it. Eds. note: ASUS released a firmware update just before this publication that improves camera quality. update with sample images soonest. Life as an Android laptop This is what the ASUS EeePad Transformer really comes down to, isn't it. It is a perfectly capable Honeycomb tablet. But it should be, given Google's
close watch over the latest child. But it's not enough for Transformer to just look and pretend to be a laptop. We've tried it with Motorola Xoom and a Bluetooth keyboard, and it's a pretty disconnected experience. Work a little on the keyboard, then you have to reach up and touch the screen. Like, range. Like, range.
That's not good. From the moment you connect transformer to the keyboard dock, it ceases to be a tablet. It automatically recognizes its new purpose and kicks in laptop mode. No settings to worry about. It just works. But it's the little things that Transformer gets right after that really makes it one of a kind. We've written
before how the Honeycomb home screen experience seems to borrow from traditional desktops. And so it lends itself especially well when met with a proper keyboard and mouse pointer. That's what the Transformer keyboard dock does. To launch an app, you click on it with your mouse. To move between home
screens, swipe left or right with two fingers on the trackpad. The Tab key moves between fields just as it should. And enter the key confirms the action, just as it should. So the Transformer has the mechanics down. What about the core experiences? Browse the stock Android browser, things pretty much run as
expected. It's still not up to a full Chrome or Firefox experience on a laptop, but you have Adobe Flash 10.2 at your service. Firefox is strong in its latest version and is suitable for the usual desktop metaphors just fine. E-mail Yes, please. Thanks to Gmail's honeycomb redesign, you get a very Outlook-like experience.
There is very little thought required. The same goes for other email clients. Apps and games Surprisingly, our usual complement of apps also translated into the mouse and keyboard experience quite well. That's not to say we're perfectly happy with the time it takes for applications to be optimized for Honeycomb and big-
screen formats – and a glaring omission remains native Google Docs support. In fact, Google Docs is pretty useless and sends us scrambling for a third-party app. But it's not the Transformer's fault. Touch-based games? You're going to want to loosen up on them. Accelerometers and attached keyboardjust do not mix.
(And play Angry Birds with a mouse pointer? Just wrong.) We had some hiccups in the Transformer experience. We had a couple of cases where Transformer got unresponsive and finally rebooted. And as we mentioned above, one of these cases led to the loss of about 500 words of this review. They may well be
chalked up to Software. And as decent as word processing word processing is with the pre-installed Polaris Office software, choose text and jump from word to word instead of letter by letter just couldn't be done with the keyboard only. And we saw some graphic flaws appear in the ice cube live wallpaper over time; they
would clear up with a reboot. Little niggles, but notable nonetheless. Nothing that should not be fixed with software. Do I need an Android tablet/netbook? (aka pricing and necessity) And that's still the big question, isn't it? As a Honeycomb tablet, the ASUS EeePad Transformer is as good as any we've used. And with a
working microSD card slot and being more svelte, it has a leg up on Motorola Xoom, although we prefer soft-touch coating on Xoom and other tablets But put on the keyboard dock, and no other Android tablet compares. Then there is the pricing. The 16-gigabyte version will cost $399; the 32GB version runs $499. The
keyboard dock is another $149. So for $550 – less than the cost of a 32GB Wifi-only Motorola Xoom, you can have a 16GB Android tablet/laptop. Will the Transformer Replace a Traditional Windows or Mac OS Laptop? Not quite yet. And for $550 (or $650 for the 32GB package), you can get a more powerful laptop with
a better feature set. But look past the question of necessity. With asus EeePad Transformer you get a semi-laptop experience with the power of Android 3.0 behind it. You get an Android tablet. And an Android laptop. And that's something no one but ASUS can yet offer. We can earn a commission for purchases using
our links. Learn more. More.
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